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Abstract—The rapid increase in demand for PV 

systems is due to the fact that they produce 

electricity without damaging the environment, 

converting solar radiation directly into electricity. 

However, solar radiation never stays constant. The 

need to provide sufficient electricity throughout the 

day, load and network regardless of atmospheric 

conditions is a major problem. To solve the keye 

problem it is necessary to connect the PV panel with 

an intelligent device to help it achieve higher 

performance. In this paper an intelligent circuit is 

shown to approximate the point of maximum energy 

during the day, which is directly connected to the 

PV panel and at its heart is the decreasing increasing 

amplifier. Our main task will be to study the output 

characteristics of the PV panel. As a concretization, 

a real module is taken to study these characteristics. 

These features are built using some MATLAB / 

SIMULINK algorithms, which simulate the PV 

system and realize the mathematical modeling of the 

solar curves of this system. 

Index Terms—PV; panel ; solar radiation; 

intelligent system; intelligent circuit 

 

 INTRODUCTIONRENEWABLE ENERGY 

Renewable energy sources called unconventional 

type of energy are sources that are constantly 

replenished by natural processes. Such as, solar 

energy, wind energy, hydropower, etc., are some 

examples of renewable energy sources. A renewable 

energy system converts energy emitted by sunlight, 

water on the move, wind, sea waves in the form of 

heat or electricity. Most sources in the world are 

conventional sources such as coal, natural gas, oil, 

etc., which are non-renewable energy sources. 

Although, the available amount of these resources is 

large, due to their great use after a few years they 

will run out. 

SOLAR ENERGY 

Solar energy is an unconventional type of energy, 

used by people since ancient times using various 

technologies. Solar radiation along with sources 

such as waves and wind power, hydroelectricity and 

biomass, make up the bulk of the unconventional 

type of energy available on earth. The electric power 

generation of the solar is based on the photovoltaic 

system (PV) and the heating motors. To obtain solar 

energy, the most common way is to use photovoltaic 

panels, which take photon energy from the sun and 

convert it into electricity. Solar technologies are 

widely classified as solar passive or solar active de-

pending on how they capture, return and distribute 

solar energy. Solar asset involves the use of PV pa-

nels and solar thermal collectors to obtain energy. 

Solar passivity includes the orientation of the build-

ing towards the sun, the selection of materials with 

favorable thermal mass or light scattering proper-

ties.From the figure we see that, the earth receives 

174 petawat () of solar radiation that penetrates into 

the atmosphere. Approximately 30% is reflected 

back into space and absorbed by the oceans and land 

masses. The spectrum of sunlight on the earth's sur-

face is mainly scattered in the visible and infrared 

area, only a small part is close to the ultraviolet 

area.The total solar energy absorbed by the earth's 

atmosphere, oceans and earth masses is approx-

imately 3,850,000EJ  per year. 

  

ESTANDARD TEST CONDITIONS (STC) 
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The comparison between different photovoltaic cells 

can be made on the basis of their performance and 

characteristic curve. 

The standard test (STC) conditions are: 

                             Temperature  
0( ) 25nT C  

                                Lighting 
2( ) 1000nG W m  

                              Spectrum of  1.5x    p.sh.AM. 

PV CELL 

The solar cell is essentially a p-n junction realized in 

a thin wafer or in a semiconductor layer. Electro-

magnetic radiation of solar energy can be converted 

directly into electricity through the photovoltaic 

effect. Being exposed to sunlight, photons with 

energy greater than the energy of the semiconductor 

energy energy are absorbed and create electron-hole 

pairs proportional to the fallen photons. Under the 

influence of the internal electric fields of the p-n 

junction, these means of transport work separately 

and create a photovoltaic which is proportional to 

the solar radiation. The physics of PV cells is very 

similar to the classical diode with p - n switching 

(Figure 1). When light is absorbed by the passage, 

the absorbed energy of the photons is transferred to 

the electron system of the material creating charge 

carriers that are separated in the passage. Load carri-

ers can be electron-ion pairs in a liquid electrolyte, 

electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor material. 

Load carriers in the transition zone create a potential 

gradient, accelerate under the electric field, and cur-

rent circulates in the external circuit. The direct cur-

rent in the circuit resistance is the energy converted 

to electricity. The residual energy of the photon in-

creases the temperature of the cell. The source of 

photovoltaic potential is the difference in chemical 

potential, called the Fermi level, of electrons in two 

isolated materials. When they merge, the transition 

approaches a thermodynamic equilibrium. Such an 

equilibrium can only be achieved when the Fermi 

level is equal in both materials, this happens by 

passing electrons from one material to another until 

a voltage difference is established between two ma-

terials which have potential equal to the Fermi level 

difference. Thispotential drives the fluoride current. 

potential drives the fluoride current.      

 

Figura 1. Radiation into space from the atmosphere 

p-n. 

 

Figura 2. PV cell construction with enlarged com-

ponent parts. 

Figure 2 shows the PV cell construction. For photo-

resisting collection, metal contacts are insulated on 

both sides of the switch to collect the electric current 

generated by the photon shock on one side. The thin 

conductor grid located at the edge of the surface 

collects current and allows light to pass through it. 

Conductor space is a compromise issue between 

maximizing electrical conductivity and minimizing 

light blockage. In addition to the basic elements, 

there are some other features such as, for example, 

the front of the cells has anti-reflective coating to 

absorb as much light as possible, to minimize reflec-

tion. Mechanical protection is provided by a layer of 

glass bonded with transparent adhesive. To produce 

higher efficiency at low cost, cells are of different 

types in relation to PV technology, to make them 

available to the market, in terms of conversion effi-

ciency and cost of the module. The main types are 

shown below. 

PURE SILIC CRYSTAL 

Pure silicon crystals are very useful as cell material. 

The simplest method of producing this material is by 

taking the impure silica by melting it and cleaning it 

in the respective equipment. An embryo crystal is 

placed on the molten silicon and by pulling the emb-

ryo slowly to its edge, we have solid, pure crystal 

rods (Figure 3). The production process is slow and 

high energy, resulting in a high cost raw material. 

The rod is made into slices using a diamond cutter in 

wafers about 200 to 400 μm thick. Wafers are fur-

ther cut into rectangular cells to maximize the num-

ber of cells that can be mounted together in a rectan-
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gular panel. Unfortunately, almost half of the silicon 

rod goes to waste by cutting it into slices and by 

forming square cells. Material residues can be mi-

nimized by making round cells in full shape from 

cylindrical rods (Figure 4). Another way to minim-

ize losses is to grow the crystal into strips which are 

laser cut to eliminate debris. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Pure crystals obtained in rods by the Cho-

kralski method.                 

 

 

Figura 4. The circular shape of PV cells. 

POLYCRYSTALS AND SEMI-CRYSTALS 

This is a relatively fast and low cost process for the 

production of complete crystal cells. Instead of pull-

ing the pure crystal using the embryo, molten silicon 

is thrown into the molds. Based on this process, po-

lycrystals are formed. The conversion efficiency is 

lower but also the cost is much lower, giving a cost 

reduction for watts of power. 

 THIN FILMS 

These are the new types of PV launched on the mar-

ket. Biselen Indium Copper, Cadmium Teluri and 

Arsenide Gallium are the materials that make up the 

thin film, usually a few μm is the thickness cast on a 

layer of glass, steel, ceramic or other similar mate-

rials. This technology uses much less material per 

square foot cell, so it is less expensive per wat gen-

erated. 

AMORF SILICA 

In this technology, vaporized amorphous silicon is 

deposited in a thick pair of amorphous (glass) ma-

terial wrapped by a thin, stainless membrane, usual-

ly 2,000 feet long and 13 inches wide. Compared to 

crystalline silicon, this technology uses only 1% of 

the material. The efficiency of this is as much as half 

that of crystalline silicon, but the cost per wat gener-

ated is much lower. 

 SPHERICAL 

This is a technology that is still being experimented 

in laboratories. The base material is low-grade crys-

talline silicon beads, currently costing about $ 1 per 

kilogram. The beads are placed on a thin perforated 

aluminum sheet with a surface area of 4 inches 

square. In the process, impurities come to the sur-

face, from where they are removed from the materi-

al. Each sphere works independently, especially 

sphere failure has a negligible impact on the average 

performance of the large surface area. According to 

an estimate by manufacturing companies, the 100 

square foot spherical panel can generate 2000 kWh 

each year in an average climate. 

CONCENTRATED CELLS 

 

In an effort to improve conversion efficiency, sun-

light is focused tens or hundreds of times at normal 

sun intensities focused on a small area using low-

cost lenses (Figure 5). The main advantage is that 

such cells require a small part of the surface com-

pared to the cell standard, significantly reducing the 

demand for PV material. However, the total surface 

area of the module remains the same to collect the 

power required by the sun. In addition to increasing 
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power, decreasing cell size and number, such cells 

have the great advantage of increasing efficiency 

under focused light. Another advantage is that they 

can use a small cell surface. It is easier to produce 

high-efficiency cells with small surfaces than to 

produce large cells with efficiencies comparable to 

the former. On the other hand, a major disadvantage 

of focused cells is that they require optical focusing 

equipment, increasing the cost. 

Figura 5. Lenses concentrated on a small surface of 

the active cell 

 

 MODULE AND TABLE 

The solar cells described above are the foundation of 

building the PV power system. To obtain higher 

energy, many cells are connected in circuits in series 

and parallel to the panel (module) surface (Figure 6). 

 

 

 

The solar panel or panel is a set of electrically con-

nected modules in series and parallel to generate the 

required current and voltage. Figure 7 shows the 

construction of the module in a frame that can be 

mounted on a structure. Figure 7. Construction of 

the PV module: 1) skeleton, 2) junction box that 

does not introduce water, 3) rating plate, 4) weather 

protector for 30 years of life, 5) PV cell, 6) glass 

cover with conductivity top, 7) external electric bus, 

8) cleaning facility. 

Mounting the modules can be in various forms, as 

shown in Figure 8. In the recently developed tech-

nology of amorphous silica, PV surfaces can replace 

roofing, providing a better economy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For a PV module or table, the series resistance be-

comes significant and the shunt resistance approaches 

infinity which is assumed to be open. An equivalent 

circuit suitable for all cells, module and PV table is 

generalized and expressed in Figure. 

 

I-V AND P-V CURVES 

The PV system exhibits nonlinear characteristics I-

V and P-V which differ in radiation intensity and cell 

temperature. Figure 15 shows the I-V characteristic of 
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a PV module under two conditions, in radiation and in 

darkness. To the upper left of the I-V curve at zero 

voltage is called the short circuit current. At the bot-

tom right of the zero current curve is called the open 

circuit voltage. In the left colored area, the cell works 

as a constant current source, creating voltage equal to 

the electrical charge of the resistor. In the colored area 

on the right, the current decreases very quickly for a 

small voltage rise. In this area, the cell works as a 

constant voltage source with an internal resistance. 

Between the two colored areas, the curve has a knee-

shaped slope. 

I-V AND P-V CURVES 

The PV system exhibits nonlinear characteristics I-V 

and P-V which differ in radiation intensity and cell 

temperature. Figure 15 shows the I-V characteristic of 

a PV module under two conditions, in radiation and in 

darkness. To the upper left of the I-V curve at zero 

voltage is called the short circuit current. At the bot-

tom right of the zero current curve is called the open 

circuit voltage. In the left colored area, the cell works 

as a constant current source, creating voltage equal to 

the electrical charge of the resistor. In the colored area 

on the right, the current decreases very quickly for a 

small voltage rise. In this area, the cell works as a 

constant voltage source with an internal resistance. 

Between the two colored areas, the curve has a knee-

shaped slope. 

 PHOTOVOLTAIC MODELS 

SOLAR CELL MODEL 

A general mathematical description of the I-V out-

put characteristic for a PV cell has been studied for 

more than four decades. This equivalent circuit is 

based on the model used primarily for MPPT tech-

nologies. The equivalent circuit of the general model 

consists of a photovoltaic current, a diode, the resis-

tance in parallel expressing the current loss, and the 

series resistance describing an internal current resis-

tance resistor, is shown in Figure 10. The equation of 

the volt-ampere characteristic for a cell solar is given 

as:                           

where      is the current generated by radiation or 

phototherm,   is the saturation current of the cell in the 

dark,   is the charge of the electron,    is the 

Boltzmann constant,   cell working temperature,   is 

an ideal factor,    is the shunting resistance and  is the 

resistance in series . 

 

 

Figura 15.  Karakteristikat I-V e modulit PV në 

rrezatim dhe në errësirë.  

Prodhimi i energjisë së panelit është produkt i ten-

sionit dhe rrymës së daljes. Në Figurë 16, është tre-

guar karakteristika P-V.         

 

 

Figure 16. P-V characteristic of PV module under 

lighting. 

Note that the cell does not produce power at zero 

voltage and zero current and produces maximum 

power at the voltage value corresponding to the knee 

point of the I-V curve, therefore PV power circuits are 

designed to operate at this point. 

The nonlinear nature of the PV cell is clearly 

shown in Figure 16, i.e. the power output and power 

of the PV cell depend on the voltage applied to the 

ends of the cell, its temperature, and solar radiation. 

From Figures 17 (a) and (b) we understand that as the 

operating temperature increases, the short-circuit cur-

rent for the PV cell increases while the maximum 

power produced decreases. Since the increase in cur-

rent output is much smaller than the decrease in vol-

tage, the power decreases at high temperatures. On 

the other hand Figures 18 (a) and (b) show that with 

increasing solar radiation, the short circuit current for 

the PV module increases, the maximum power pro-

duced increases, the reason is that the open circuit 

voltage depends logarithmally onsolar radiation. 
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a) I-V                                                         

      b)  P-V 

Figure 17. Output characteristics at different tem-

peratures  .          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) I-V                                                            b) P-V 

 Figura 18.  Output characteristics  in different.                    

 

TABLE DESIGN 

The main factors that affect the electrical design of 

the solar panel are: 

1. Intensity of the sun. 

2. The angle of the sun. 

3. Shadow effect. 

4. Working temperature. 

5. The effect of the atmosphere. 

6. Selected electric charge for maximum energy. 

7. Following the sun. 

8. Power point of the working point. 

 

SUN INTENSITY 

 

Fotorryma is greatest under full bright sun. On a 

partly sunny day, the fluorescence decreases in direct 

proportion to the intensity of the sun. Characteristic I-

V changes with decreasing sun intensity, as shown in 

Figure 19. On a cloudy day, the short-circuit current 

decreases significantly, the open-circuit voltage is 

small. 

The photoconversion efficiency of the cell is in-

sensitive to solar radiation, meaning that the conver-

sion efficiency is the same on a bright sunny day and 

on a cloudy day. We get the lowest energy production 

on a cloudy day just because of the low solar energy 

that hits the cell. 

 

Intensiteti 
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Figure 19. The I-V characteristic of the PV mod-

ule changes with decreasing solar    intensity 

                                      

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Kelley cosine curve for PV cell. 

TABLE I. Kelley cosine values of fluorescence in 

silicon cells. 

The 

angle of 

the                     

sun 

falling 

   The value of 

cosine 

        mathe-

matical 

The 

value of 

cosine 

Kel-

ley 

                 

30 

                 

50                   

                 

60 

                 

80 

                 

85 

               0.866 

               0.643 

               0.500 

               0.174 

               0.087 

           

0.866 

           

0.635 

           

0.450 

           

0.100 

               

0 

 

 

Beyond 50
o
, the electrical output deviates signifi-

cantly from cosineusoidal law and the cell does not 

generate energy beyond 85o, although cosineusoidal 

mathematical law predicts 7.5 percent of the desired 

energy. 

 

 

 

SHADOW EFFECT 

Two arrays of the solar chart are shown in Figure 

21. A large group may have partial shadows due to 

interference with the solar line. If a cell in the string 

connected in series gets shaded completely, it will 

lose phototension, but it must keep the string at work. 

In this case it acts as an electric charge, producing 

loss and heat. The remaining cells in the array must 

work at high voltage to compensate for the loss of 

voltage of the cell that is in the shade. The current lost 

is not proportional to the surface covered by the sha-

dow and can be neglected due to the light shadow on 

a small part of the surface. However, if more cells are 

covered by the shadow, the I-V curve is taken beyond 

the string voltage, causing the string current to go to 

zero, thus losing all of the string power. To eliminate 

string loss due to the shadow effect we divide the 

circuit into several sub-circuits with shunt diodes 

(Figure 22). Consequently, we have a proportional 

loss of voltage and current of the string, without los-

ing all the power of the string 

 

 

Dielli 0.5 
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Figure 21. Shadow effect on a string of a PV ta-

ble.         

 

            

Figure 22. Shunt diode in PV array minimizes lost 

power. 

 

   EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 

As the temperature increases, the short-circuit cur-

rent of the cell increases, while the voltage of the 

open circuit decreases. The effect of temperature on 

energy is estimated by controlling the effects of cur-

rent and voltage, 0I
and 0V

 are the short-circuit cur-

rent and the open-circuit voltage at the reference tem-

peratureT ,  and


 are their respective temperature 

coefficients. If the operating temperature increases by

T , then the current and voltage are: 

 

0 0(1 ) (1 ) (16)sc ocI I T dhe V V T        

Then the power is calculated as: 

 

0 0(1 ) (1 ) (17)P V I I T V T        

 

Ignoring the short term, we have: 

0 [1 ( ) ] (18)P P T       

 

1.4.1 ATMOSPHERE EFFECT 

On a clear day, the PV module can produce up to 

80% of the power, while on an extremely cloudy day, 

it can produce about 30% of the power. Snow usually 

does not collect in modules because they are angled to 

catch the sun, if it collects it can melt quickly. Me-

chanically, the modules are designed to withstand 

hailstones the size of a golf ball. 

Figure 23. Working point stability and choice of 

load resistance with resistive load and constant power 

load. The necessary condition for the electrical stabili-

ty of the working point is given by:    

(19)
ngarkeses burimit

dP dP

dV dV

   
   

     

Some loads such as heaters have constant resis-

tance, with variable power. On the other hand, some 

loads such as induction motors behave more like con-

stant power loads, emitting more current at low vol-

tage. In larger systems with mixed loads, the power 

varies in direct proportion to the voltage. 

2.6.2 SUN TRACKING 

More energy is collected if the PV module is in-

stalled in a tracker, with an actuator following the sun. 

There are two types of sun followers: 

• A single-axis follower, which follows the sun 

from east to west during the day. 

• Two-axis follower, which follows the sun from 

east to west during the day and from north to south 

during the seasons of the year (Figure 24). 

 

 

 

Figure 24. The two-axis sun follower follows the 

sun here and there. 

A sun tracker can increase the power produced by 

up to 40% during the year compared to the fixed ta-

ble. Two-axis tracking is performed by two linear 

actuator motors, which follow the sun within a degree 

of accuracy (Figure 25). During the day, he follows 

the sun from east to west, at night he returns to the 

east ready for the next morning sun. Older followers 

do this after sunset using a small battery. New 

1 Varg i tabelës diellore 
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projects eliminate battery demand by making it in dim 

sunlight. 

 

Figure 25. Solar tracker actuator motor. 

One method of designing solar trackers is to use 

two PV cells in two 45o triangular sections (Figure 

26) and connecting them in series via an actuator mo-

tor. 

 

 

   Figure 26. Actuator principle in tracking the sun. 

Two sensors connected at 45o generate a proportional 

signal to indicate the error. 

When the sun is perpendicular to the table, the cur-

rent in both cells is equal to . Since they are connected 

in series, the current in the motor is zero and the table 

stays in place. On the other hand, if the table is not 

perpendicular to the sun, the sun angles of the two 

cells are different, giving the currents: 

                        Large boards are divided into small 

modules, each mounted on one axis or with two fol-

lower axes. This simplifies the structure and elimi-

nates the problems associated with large movements. 

POINT OF WORK POINT POWER 

The solar tracker causes the module to face the sun 

to collect maximum solar radiation. However, by it-

self it does not guarantee maximum power output 

from the module. The module must operate electrical-

ly at a certain voltage which corresponds to the power 

peak point according to the given operating condi-

tions. We first consider the electrical principle of ac-

tion of the power roof. 

If the table is operating on voltage  and current  in 

curve i-v, the power generated is . If the table moves 

from the point above, such that the current becomes  

and the voltage becomes , the power will be: 

Ignoring the short term, we have: 

  should be zero at the power peak point. There-

fore, at the power peak point, the above expression 

goes to the limit as follows:   

 

We have considered here that  is the total dynamic 

resistance of the source and is  the complete static 

resistance.                                        

There are three electrical methods of extracting the 

power roof from the module: 

1) In the first method, a small current signal is in-

jected through the table bus and the total dynamic 

resistance of the bus  and the full static resistance of 

the bus are the same. The operating voltage increases 

or decreases until , thus , maximum power is obtained 

from the source. 

2) In the second method, the working voltage in-

creases as long as it is positive , if it is in the negative 

sense,   the working voltage decreases. The voltage is 

kept unchanged if it is  close to zero, within certain 

limits. 

3) The third method, uses the fact that for most PV 

cells, the ratio of the voltage at the point of maximum 

power to the voltage of the open circuit is  approx-

imately constant . The operating voltage of the table is 

then set to , which can produce maximum power.: 

 

PV SYSTEM COMPONENTS. 

 

The board itself does not constitute the PV power 

system, we must also have a structure to place it, the 

components that accept the DC power produced by 

the board and the return of power to the form that is 

usable by the load. If the load is AC, the system needs 

an inverter to convert DC 
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 power to AC, usually at 50 or 60 Hz.         

 

CHOICE OF ELECTRICAL CHARGE 

 

The operating point of any power system is the in-

terruption of the source line and the load line. If the 

PV source has the I-V and P-V characteristics shown 

in Figure 23 (a) the resistance load power is provided

1R
, it will operate at the point 1a

, if the load resis-

tance increases to or 2R
, 3R

 the working point 

moves to 2a
and, 3a

 respectively. Maximum power 

is obtained from the module when the load resistance 

is 2R
 (Figure 23 (b)). 

Operation under constant power loads is shown in 

Figure 23 (c) and (d). The constant power load curve 

intersects the source curve at two points, denoted by 

and, only this point is stable, i 1b
e 2b

 the system 

will operate at 2b
. 

 

Figure 27. Photovoltaic power system of the pow-

er peak follower together with its main components. 

Figure 27 shows the required components of a sin-

gle position PV power system. The follower power 

peak directs the voltage and current produced by the 

board and continuously adjusts the operating point to 

obtain maximum power. The output of the table goes 

to the inverter, which converts DC to AC. The output 

of the table that "leaves" the load serves to charge the 

battery. The Db diode of the battery discharge is to 

prevent the battery from charging when the charge is 

fully supplied and not allow excess power to go to the 

battery. The panel diode Da is to isolate the panel 

from the battery. The central controller collects sys-

tem signals, such as switchboards, battery currents 

and voltages, keeps the state of the charged battery, 

the converter discharge, and the heat dissipators on or 

off. 

In the mains-connected system, heat dissipators are 

not needed, as all the extra power goes to the mains 

lines, the battery is also eliminated. DC power is con-

verted to AC by the inverter, fluctuations are filtered 

and then power is fed into the mains. For PV applica-

tions, the inverter is an important component, which 

converts the DC power of the board to AC for load 

supply or network interconnection. Recently a new 

product has been introduced to the market, the AC-

PV module, which has the built-in AC inverter. 

INTRODUCTION TO MAIN TYPES OF PV 

SYSTEMS. 

We focus on the analysis and design of PV sys-

tems, in their three most common forms: systems that 

directly supply the grid, single-position systems that 

charge batteries, and applications in which the load is 

directly connected to the PV, the case of water pump-

ing systems. Figure 28 shows a simplified sketch of 

the grid-connected system or utility interactive system 

(UI) in which PV supplies power to a building. The 

PV board can be mounted on the pillar, or attached to 

the outside of the roof, or it can be part of the clad-

ding of the building itself. PV roofing of buildings 

serves dual purposes, energy and structure construc-

tion, in this case the system is called integrated pho-

tovoltaic building (BIPV).  

 

 

Figure 28. Simple grid PV system. 
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PVs in a grid-connected system distribute DC 

energy to the power conditioning unit (PCU) that 

converts dc to ac and sends energy to the building. If 

the PVs supply less than the building demand, the 

PCU gets the right power from the grid. If PVs pro-

duce more energy than is needed, the excess is sent to 

the grid, by an energy meter. The energy conditioning 

unit also helps to force PVs to operate at many effi-

cient points on their I-V curves as conditions change. 

The relative simplicity of these systems; their max-

imum power follower unit ensures a high PV effi-

ciency; their ability to integrate into the building 

structure, meaning that there is no additional cost for 

the terrain and PV materials replaced in the buildings; 

and finally, their ability to provide energy during the 

middle of the day, when the need is very high, in-

creases the economic value of their kWh. All of these 

contribute to the cost-effectiveness of these systems 

because they have to compete with the relatively low 

price of energy. 

Figure 29 shows the second system, which is not 

mains, the system with only one position for charging 

the battery and a generator for reversing energy. In 

this system, an inverter converts the dc voltage of the 

battery to ac, but in many simple systems anything 

can work in dc and the inverter may not be needed. 

The inverter charging function allows the generator to 

fully charge the batteries when the sun is insufficient. 

Single-position PV systems can be very efficient in-

remote locations.              

 

 

 

Figure 29. PV system with only one position. 

The third type of system that we will pay attention 

to that has PV directly connected to their loads, with-

out batteries and without the power conditioning de-

vice. The most common example is the pumping of 

water with PV in which the conductors from the table 

are connected directly to the pump motor (Figure 30). 

These systems do not have electricity storage, but 

potential energy can be stored in a water tank, these 

are less costly systems. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30. Photovoltaic water pumping system. 

 LOAD CURVES I-V. 

Although the I-V curve for a PV cell, module, or 

table determines the voltage and current combinations 

that are allowed, it tells us nothing but the curve 

where the system will operate. In Figure 31, the same 

voltage acts on both PV and load, and the same cur-

rent passes through them. Therefore, when the load 

curve I-V is plotted on the same graph of the curve I-

V for PV, the breakpoint satisfies PV and the load. 

This is called the work point.Figura 30.   

 

SIMPLE RESISTANT LOAD CURVE I-V 

 

To illustrate the importance and need for load 

curves, we obtain a simple resistive load, as shown in 

Figure 31. For the load,which, when drawn is a 

straight line with slope . When mounted , the working 

point is where the PV and resistance curves I-V inter-

sect. In fact, it suggests a simple way to actually 

measure the PV module I-V curve. Using variable 
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resistors, we can obtain current-voltage pairs, which 

can be plotted to give us the modulus I-V of the mod-

ule. There will be no specific resistance value that 

will result in maximum energy: 

 where   and   are the voltage and current at the 

maximum power point (MPP). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31. When the resistance changes, the work-

ing point moves along the I-V curve of PV. 

In Figure 33 we have a fixed resistance, the system 

operates outside the operating point and the module is 

less efficient. Next will be introduced a mechanism 

called the maximum energy point follower (MPPT), 

which serves to keep the PV operating at all times at 

their highest point ofefficiency. 

 

Figure 32. Efficiency of a PV module with con-

stant resistance load. 

 

 

DC MOTOR CURVE I-V 

Although this is not often a load, dc motors, such 

as those used in PV water pumping systems, do not 

exhibit a current-voltage relationship that is similar to 

that of a resistor. Most are permanent magnet dc mo-

tors, which can be modeled as shown in Figure 34. 

From the equivalent circuit, the voltage-current con-

nection for the dc motor is simple                           

(30)aV IR k   

where the electromotive force is opposite and is  

the resistance  of the rotor. 

 

 

Figure 33. Electric model of a dc motor with perma-

nent magnet. 

Based on equation (30), the I-V curve of the dc 

motor is superimposed on a set of PV I-V curves 

(Figure 34). Note that the motor does not have 

enough current to overcome static friction until the 

solar radiation reaches less than 400 W/m2. Once the 

rotor starts, it only needs about 200 W/m2 to operate. 

 

 

Figure 34. The I-V curve of the dc motor and the 

I-V curves of the PV for different solar radiation. 

To avoid this loss, a device called a linear current 

amplifier (LCB) is installed in the system, which 

serves to eliminate this problem. From the figure we 

notice that the working points are not near the knee of 

the solar radiation curve. At these work points, PV 

may be able to overcome friction, but not without 

some electronic equipment. In addition, the engine 

with LCB will not stop in the afternoon, although it 

will slow down. 
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I-V BATTERY CURVES 

Since PVs provide only energy during daylight 

hours and applications require a lot of energy when 

the sun is absent, an energy conservation mechanism 

is needed. For grid-connected systems, the grid itself 

is thought of as a storage mechanism: the PV energy 

supplied to the grid during the day is taken back at 

night. For off-grid systems, power is stored in batte-

ries for use whenever necessary. An ideal battery is a 

unit in which the voltage remains constant no matter 

how low the current. This means that it will have an I-

V curve a straight vertical line, as shownin Figure 35.       

 

 

Figure 35. An ideal battery has a vertical I-V 

curve. 

A real battery has several internal resistances and 

is often modeled with an equivalent circuit containing 

an ideal voltage BV
 battery in series with some inter-

nal resistances. 

MAXIMUM ENERGY POINT FOLLOWERS 

 

We can get high efficiency if the working points 

for the resistor, dc motor and battery loads can be 

kept close to the bend of the curve during changing 

conditions. The devices that do this, called maximum 

power trackers (MPPTs), are an important part of 

many PV systems, especially those connected to the 

grid. There are some completely simple circuits that 

are at the heart of not only MPPT but also linear cur-

rent amplifiers (LCBs), their purpose is to be able to 

convert dc voltage from one level to another. At the 

heart of variable mode dc to dc converters is the FET 

and IGBT transistor unit, which are used as simple 

on-off switches that allow current to flow or not. 

An increasing converter is a circuit commonly 

used to increase the voltage from a dc source, while a 

reducing converter is often used in reducing the vol-

tage. The circuit of Figure 38 is a combination of 

these two circuits and is called a step-down converter. 

A step-down converter is capable of increasing or 

decreasing the dc voltage from its source to any dc 

voltage required by the load. The source in this case is 

a PV module and the load is a dc motor, but this con-

cept applies in many other cases. 

To analyze the decreasing incremental converter, 

we rely on the concept of energy equilibrium for the 

magnetic field of the inductor. There are basically two 

situations to consider: the closed-circuit and the open-

circuit. 

 

 

Figure 36. A decreasing incremental converter is 

used as the heart of the maximum power follower. 

When the switch is closed, the input voltage is ap-

plied to the coil, so all current passes through the coil 

since the diode blocks the rest of the circuit. During 

this cycle, energy is added to the  

CURVES I-V HOURS AFTER HOURS 

The ambient temperature and the available sun-

light are always changing. This means that the I-V 

curve for a PV table is always variable and the work-

ing point for each load is always in motion, so the 

need for curves arises hour by hour. For the most part 

an I-V PV curve, the current at any voltage is propor-

tional to the brightness of the sunlight. This generali-

zation is completely true for short circuit current. 

However, since the open circuit voltage decreases as 

the brightness of the sunlight decreases, so the simple 

assumption of the current that exists in proportion to 

the illumination of the sunlight almost ceases with the 

fall of. In many circumstances, the operating voltage 

of a system is close to the knee of the I-V curve. 
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The simple assumption that current is proportional 

to radiation makes it easy to draw I-V curves hour 

after hour. Since the I-V curve of the sun itself de-

pends on the cell temperature, and the cell tempera-

ture depends on solar radiation and ambient tempera-

ture, we can imagine arranging a reference sun curve 

based entirely on an hour-by-hour curve. 

In Figure 37, the I-V curves hour by hour of PV 

are obtained using the corresponding radiations of a 

collector. By superimposing these I-V curves on the I-

V curves of three different types of loads: a dc motor, 

a 12 V battery and a maximum power point follow-

er(MPPT). 

 

Figure 37. Hour-hour PV curves with three differ-

ent types of loads.   

NETWORK CONNECTED SYSTEMS 

PV systems mounted on buildings are becoming 

more and more popular due to low prices and installa-

tion infrastructure becoming more and more sophisti-

cated. As shown in Figure 41, the main components 

in the mains connection, the home PV system consists 

of two-conductor boards in each string connected in a 

combination box that includes blocking diodes, indi-

vidual fuses for each string, and an automaton. The 

two conductors of the measuring instrument in the 

combination box transmit the dc energy to the panel 

automaton, which allows the PVs to be totally iso-

lated from the system. The inverter sends ac power, 

by connecting its output edge to the opposite side of 

the panel, 120 V power is distributed to each grid 

family. The inclusion of the maximum power point 

follower (MPPT), the responsible earthing circuit 

breaker (GFCI) switch that closes the system if any 

current flows to ground and disconnects the PV sys-

tem from the grid if power is lost. The system may 

also include a small storage battery to ensure the re-

turn of power in the event that the grid is down. The 

inverter, some of the fuses and switches, MPPT, 

GFCI and other power management devices are 

usually integrated into a power conditioning unit 

(PCU). 

Figure 38. Key components in a grid-connected PV 

system. 

                                                                                                                                            

Module-mounted inverters are designed to work with 

separate 24 V modules, or with pairs of 12 V modules 

connected in series, as shown in Figure 39.  

Figure 39. Each dc module has its own inverter, al-

lowing system expansion at any time. 

For large networked systems, arrays of PV modules 

can be connected to separate inverters (Figure 39 (a)). 

Since inverters are expensive, then a central inverter 

is used, which provides three phases of power to the 

grid (Figure 39 (b))  Figure 39. (a) Use of separate 

inverter for each range, (b) Use of central inverter.                  

 

 

 

 

NEED FOR CONNECTION 
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The ac output of a grid-connected PV system is 

supplied by the main electrical distribution line of 

the panel, which can supply energy to the house or 

realize the return of energy to the grid, as shown in 

Figure 44. In most cases, the system distributes more 

a lot of energy than the house needs, the electricity 

meter goes backwards, in other cases, when the de-

mand exceeds the supply from PV, the network pro-

vides energy. A two-way electricity meter is called a 

net meter, which shows the net energy received from 

the grid or given to the grid. Figure 39. During the 

day, excess energy is sold, while at night it is 

bought. 

When a grid-connected system is to provide pow-

er to customers during a power outage, a battery 

operating system may be included. If users really 

need uninterruptible power supply for long periods 

of time, the battery system can be replaced with a 

generator.                                            

 

 

The grid-connected systems rest on a module 

board and a conditional power unit that includes an 

inverter to convert dc from PV to ac required by the 

grid. A good starting point for evaluating system 

performance is to adapt the dc power output of a 

module to standard test (STC) conditions. 

DC AND AC ENERGY ADAPTATION 

The grid-connected systems rest on a module board 

and a conditional power unit that includes an inver-

ter to convert dc from PV to ac required by the grid. 

A good starting point for evaluating system perfor-

mance is to adapt the dc power output of a module 

to standard test (STC) conditions. 

Distributed ac energy ( acP ), can be taken as: 

, ( ) (37)ac dc STCP P Eficenca e konvertuar 

 

where  ,dc STCP  is the dc energy of the table taken 

from the module data in (STC). 

An important factor that reduces the energy of the 

module is the cell temperature. To calculate the 

modulus energy change caused by the rise in cell 

temperature, the PVUSA (PTC) test conditions (sun-

light in the table plan, ambient temperature 200C 

and wind speed of 1m / s) help us. . 

We have another factor which is the inverter effi-

ciency, which varies depending on the load, as  

CAPACITY FACTORS FOR NETWORK-

CONNECTED PV SYSTEMS 

One way to represent the energy distributed by 

each electricity generating system is in terms of no-

minal ac energy and capacity factor (CF). A CF = 

0.4, means that the system distributes the full rated 

power 40% of the time. The main equation for an-

nual performance in CF terms is:    

 ( / ) ( ) 8760 / (42)acEnergjia kWh vit P kW CF h vit  

 

where 8760 is the production of 24 hours a day 

with 365 days of the year. 

The combination of (9.14) and (9.15) leads to a 

simple interpretation of the capacity factor for grid-

connected PV systems:                

 

 

shown in Figure 40.The PTC ac rating system is 

more realistic than the usual STC rating, but it has 

the disadvantage of being less easy to define.  

SIZE OF NETWORK CONNECTED SYSTEM 

The need to provide energy storage and back 

energy, the size of grid-connected systems is not 
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very large. Moreover, it costs approximately twice 

as much to install a system that will deliver twice as 

much power. The size of grid-connected systems is 

more a matter of building surfaces and the buyer's 

budget, because the goal is to combine supply with 

demand, this is done to predict if this investment is 

profitable. Some issues require not only technical 

data but also pricing data, such as whether a tracking 

system is more cost effective than a fixed chart. 

The first step is to estimate the rated energy and 

area required for the PV table. Figure 46 shows how 

much the estimate of annual power output depends 

on sunlight, while Figure 47 shows how the required 

area depends on the efficiency of the module.Figure 

46. Annual energy distributed by a PV table.  

 

 

Figure 41. Area required to distribute 1000kWh / 

year with module efficiency as a parameter. 

The next step is to explore the interaction between 

the choice of PV modules and inverters and how 

they affect the layout of the PV table. Finally, we 

need to consider the details about voltage and cur-

rent ratings for fuses, switches and conductors. Si-

milarly, inverters for networked systems are also 

different from those designed for battery charging 

applications. Network-connected inverters accept 

higher input voltages, and as we shall see, these vol-

tages greatly limit the configuration of the PV table. 

It is important to evaluate the maximum open circuit 

voltage of the string to be sure that it does not ex-

ceed the high dc voltage that the inverter can accept. 

Another reason for controlling the open circuit vol-

tage of a grid connected panel is that the National 

Electrical Code limits all voltages for one and two 

family dwellings to be 600V, in addition, its propos-

al for PV systems specifies other restrictions on the 

choice of conductors, fuses and switches. KEK also 

recommends multiplying all PV currents by 1.25, to 

calculate it for two possibilities: 

(1) The potential for sunlight to exceed the 

level of the sun 1000W/m2,  

(2) increase in short-circuit current (approx-

imately 0.1% / 0C) caused by cell temperature. 

Finally, the allowable current that a conductor can 

handle is related to the particular type it has and the 

ambient temperature to which it is exposed. The 

design of the final system for the house is shown in 

Figure 48. 

 

 

Figure 42. System design for example house. 

 

ECONOMY OF NETWORK-CONNECTED PV 

SYSTEM 

We now have the tools to allow us to calculate the 

energy dissipated by a grid-connected PV system, so 

the next step is to examine its economic viability. 

Two types of economic analysis need to be done. 

One helps to make decisions between different sys-

tem options, for example, whether to use a tracking 

system or a fixed skeleton and the other helps a buy-

er decide if the investment is worthwhile. 

 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE GENERAL MOD-

EL PV 

A model for the PV module of medium complexity 

which includes the temperature independence for the 

photovoltaic source, the saturation current for the 
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diode and a series resistance is based on the diode 

equation.  

It is important to build a general model suitable for 

the PV cell, module, and table, which is used to de-

sign and analyze a maximum energy point follower.  

A general PV model is constructed using Matlab / 

Simulink to illustrate and verify the nonlinearity of 

the I – V and P – V output characteristics for the PV 

module. 

 The proposed model is implemented and shown in 

Figure 43(a) and (b). In order for the overall  

model to be easy to use and understand, we will use 

a file similar to that of the pv icon, which is shown 

in 

 

 

Figura 43 (a). Generalized PV model.                                      

 

Figura 43 (b). Implementation of the generalized 

PV model supersystem. 

 

Figura 44. Schematic implementation of the genera-

lized PV model. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 I got acquainted with the construction of the PV cell, 

its material and how it worked. The PV panel is a 

group of modules connected in series and the PV 

module is composed of many cells connected in 

series and in parallel. The cell in a PV panel works 

only in one part of characteristic IV, near the work-

ing point where the current and voltage are maxi-

mum. The operating point of any power system is 

the interruption of the source line and the load line. 

 Construction of equivalent circuits for the cell, 

module and PV panel, as well as their mathematical 

modeling. Evaluated models are used to maximize 

the output power of the PV converter system. The 

performance of a PV panel depends on two impor-

tant parameters of the model which are the open 

circuit voltage and the short circuit current. As the 

temperature increases, the short-circuit current of the 

cell increases, while the open-circuit voltage de-

creases. 

 The cell produces maximum power at the value of 

the voltage corresponding to the point of the knee 

joint I-V (MPP), therefore PV power circuits are 

designed to operate at this point. The power output 

and power of the PV cell depends on the voltage 

applied to the ends of the cell, its temperature and 

solar radiation. 

 The photorecommissioning efficiency of the cell is 

insensitive to solar radiation, meaning that the con-

version efficiency is the same on a bright sunny day 

and on a cloudy day. 

 Two types of economic analysis need to be done in 

relation to interconnected PV systems; one helps to 

make decisions between different system options, 

for example, if we use a tracking system or a fixed 

frame and the other helps a buyer decide if the in-

vestment is I estimable. 

 The output power of a PV panel can be maximized 

by using the MPPT control system, which finds the 

optimal code to withstand the PV panel with the sun. 

The proposed MPPT consists of an increasing and 

decreasing amplifier, which enables the arrival of 

the maximum power point. MPPT directs the vol-

tage and current produced by the table and conti-
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nuously adjusts the operating point to obtain the 

maximum power. 

 Modeling and simulation of a generalized PV model 

by Matlab / Simulik, which is representative of the 

PV cell, module and panel and concretization with a 

real module. The simulation results show the effect 

of solar radiation and different temperatures on the 

characteristics IV and PV of the module. 
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